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ed that the trio contact Phillip
Johnson. "I let Eric, Michael and
Irving hear my tape on the phone.
recalls Phillip. "I came out to L.A.
and auditioned, and by the fall of
1989 Portrait was in place."

The group worked hard and even-
tually came to the attention of
Capitol records. "We played demo
tapes for everyone," remembers
Irving. "We must have written about
100 songs up to that point." They
started working on their album in
the summer of '91. "Our album is a
mix-a fusion that comes from
growing up in different places, and
yet there's a unity of spirit.

Eric refers to Portrait's distinctive
sound as "Swazz," a mix of Swing,
jazz with hip -hop street grooves,
funk and soul." Portrait's debut sin-
gle, "Here We Go Again," rocketed
to the top of the charts, paving the
way for their second release, the
punchy, rap -laced, "Honey Dip."
Currently climbing the charts is the
sensitive, romantic ballad, "Day By
Day." Says Phillip, "God really
brought us together and gave us a
unique opportunity. We've become
best friends-and you hear that
bond in our music."

SAN
(Sisters With VoiCemil)
SWV (aka Sisters With Voices) is a
hot young vocal group out of
Brooklyn. Coko (Cheryl Gamble),
Taj (Tamara Johnson) and Lelee
(Leanne Lyons) began harmonizing
in their early teens.

"My teachers will tell you, I was
always singing in school," Coko
says. Whenever possible, Coko
would hang out with her friend Taj,
and the two would sing and per-
form in talent shows. She eventual-

ly moved to
the Bronx
where she met
Lelee, who
shared the
same interests.
"She was
always singing
too; going
down the

street, to the store, anywhere,"
Coco says. Lelee adds, "I was
singing even when I wasn't sup-
posed to be!"

Taj remembers, "We used to sing
all of New Edition's songs in the
hallways at school, and even tried
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to dance like them in our perfor-
mances." A couple of years later
Lelee and Coko decided to start a
gospel group. After they made sev-
eral attempts to record demos with
different line-ups, the three singers
met their current manager Maureen
Singleton, who named them Sisters
with Voices.

"She (Maureen) felt that our voic-
es blended so well that we must be
sisters," says Taj. Singleton
shopped SWV's demos and landed
them a deal with RCA records. "I
didn't think it would happen this
fast. Lelee and I were just playing
around with our music." says Coko

By the fall of 1992, the trio had
released their album. It's About

Time, which was produced by an
assortment of talent including Brian
Alexander Morgan, Jeff Redd and
Donald "Dee" Bowden.

"We wanted to relate to every-
body," said Coko. And audiences
did relate. By December, SWV's
debut single "Right Now" had hit
the Top 10 on both the urban and
pop charts. Spring, 1993 brought
the trio's next release, "I'm So Into
You," which became their first #1
hit on GAVIN'S urban chart and it
stayed there for two weeks. The
group's third and current single,
"Weak" spent the month of May at
#1. Says Lelee, "We've been wait-
ing a long time to get where we
are. and now it's our time!" 
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By Kolly Woo

Well, it's come to this. We've
reached the stage where every-
one and their grandmother
thinks they can become a rap-
per, and whenever a certain
style or image appears to be
catching on, the "anything for a
buck" emcees are fighting for a
seat on the bandwagon. But sev-
eral groups that have made it
this year done so by tossing the
"blueprint" out the window and
doing what they do best-being
themselves. These groups have
beat the odds by gaining the
respect of their peers as well as
creating music their fans can
relate to and appreciate. They
may also be setting the trends
for the next generation of rap-
pers to follow.

ONYX
Fredro, Sticky Fingaz, Big D.S. and
Suave, collectively known as Onyx,
have introduced a new energy that's
grabbing the ears of the hip -hop

nation. Their
m.o. combines
a screaming,
wide-eyed,
vein -protrud-
ing delivery
with slam
dancing, mosh

pit and stage diving antics bor-
rowed from the modem rock move-
ment.

Onyx's excitement can be heard
through their first single, "Throw Ya
Gunz," which is meant to signify the
Jamaican tradition of a gun salute as
a show of respect to emcees, not
the glorification of violence, and
their current #1 single, "Slam,"
which best exemplifies the group's
rowdy attributes with its catchy
hook that's got fans screaming,
"SLAM! Da Daaaa Da. Da Daaaa Da.
Let the boys be boys!" But the best
way to experience Onyx is through
one of their live performances. Only
then can one appreciate what the
hyperactive quartet is all about.

This new style is the result of a
couple of factors. One being the
guidance of Jam Master Jay of Run-
D.M.C., who Onyx hooked up with
in 1991, and as a result joined the
RAL family through JMJ Records.
But the big motivation behind this
new vibe stems from changing with
the times, and a changing of record
labels.

Before hooking up with Jay,
Onyx had a single on Profile
Records called "Aah, We Do It Like
This." This, however, was not the
true Onyx. Due to creative differ-
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